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FEATURE

What is Blockchain Computing?
JOHN CAVANAUGH, YOTTA LABORATORIES

If you've been paying attention in the news for quite
some time, you likely have heard of Bitcoin and its
potential as a new currency in the market. Interestingly, a
lot of people who invest in Bitcoin also mention
something like blockchain.
Read More +

FEATURE

OpenAIS: Driving Forward IoT for Smart
Lighting
ALIN LAZAR, NXP

Most lighting control systems are still based on legacy
connectivity models, which are proprietary to the domain.
Deeper integration with Internet of Things (IoT)
technologies stands out as the next major disruptive
transformation leading to truly smart lighting seamlessly
integrated with the infrastructure of connected managed
buildings.
Read More +

FEATURE

Security and backwards compatibility, and how we designed ZWave to maintain both
JAKOB BURON, Z-WAVE AND LARS LYDERSEN, SILICON LABS

At Silicon Labs, we take security of IoT devices very seriously. Z-Wave Security 2 ensures that all
new Z-Wave products come with a best-in-class security level.
Read More +

FEATURE

The End of Embedded Engineering as
We Know It
BRANDON LEWIS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I recently attended a press event where a dozen or so
companies pitched their latest technologies. The
presenting organizations ranged from semiconductor IP
providers to component distributors, from connector
companies to design and manufacturing services firms.
Read More +

NEWS

Peugeot Selects Qt for New Concept Car?s Digital Cockpit
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

The fully electric PEUGEOT e-LEGEND CONCEPT vehicle has autonomous driving capabilities,
combined with a sleek exterior and interior furnished with cutting-edge technology. The digital
cockpit has a 49-inch main screen along with 16 smaller screens and a retractable steering wheel
when in autonomous driving mode.
Read More +

NEWS

Uptake Releases Next Generation, AI-Enabled APM Solution
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Uptake presents its next release of Uptake APM, redefining the Asset Performance Management
(APM) category expanding on what was formerly known as Asset Perform. Uptake APM will be
on display at IOT Solutions World Congress, October 16-18 in Barcelona (Booth #D470).
Read More +

NEWS

Irdeto Expands with New Connected Transport Office
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Irdeto is opening a new office in Pontiac, Michigan for its Connected Transport segment. The new
space will help further invest in people, innovation and partnerships by maintaining collaborations
with OEMs, automotive suppliers and fleet operators, zeroing in on security challenges in
connected and autonomous vehicles.
Read More +

Attend an IAR DevCon near you!
A FREE global developers conference series covering: Security, IoT, Industrial, Automotive,
Machine Learning, Embedded.

SPONSORED

The Power of Two: Design Code
Separately and Integrate It Seamlessly
with Dual-Core dsPIC Digital Signal
Controllers
MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY INC.

What is one of your biggest challenges when designing
high-end embedded control applications? For many
engineers, their pain point is integrating software from
multiple teams.
Read More +

BLOG

Next Generation Automotive Architecture - Domain Computing
STEFAN DROUZAS, SOCIONEXT EUROPE

Today?s vehicles have so much technology packed inside that automotive displays are now a
vital requirement and are influenced by their broad acceptance in the consumer market.
Read More +

NEWS

We?re Making the World a Better Place
While Someone Claims the Big Prize
RICH NASS, EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT

Phase One of the Better Place Design Challenge is
complete. We received tons of entries and had the

difficult task of whittling the number of finalists down to
10.
Read More +

Want Faster Development for Time-critical Embedded Control?
Optimised for high-performance time-critical embedded control, firmware for each of the
cores in the dual-core dsPIC33CH Digital Signal Controller (DSC) can be developed
independently before being seamlessly integrated together.
For digital power applications the dual DSC cores in each dsPIC33CH enable higher
switching frequencies for greater power density and live firmware updates with zero
downtime.

WHITE PAPER

The Impacts of File System
Fragmentation on Automotive Storage
Performance
TUXERA

It?s important for car makers and Tier-1 suppliers to
choose their file system implementations wisely. File
systems impact read and write performance of the
storage, the integrity of the data stored, flash endurance
or the lifetime of the memory hardware, and data and
storage interoperability. Specific factors that affect file
system performance include file size, device partitioning,
or the file system implementations themselves.
Read More +

SPONSORED: EMBEDDED WORLD MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES

Case Study: Embedded Computing
Design at Embedded World ? We believe
in big numbers
OPENSYSTEMS MEDIA

OpenSystems Media believes in BIG numbers. Over the
past 30 years, OpenSystems Media has consistently led
the industry in lead generation, especially when it comes
to events like Embedded World.
Read More +

Intelligent Autonomy in Smart Cities and Smart Factories with
60GHz mmWave Sensor
Sponsored by: Texas Instruments
Date: November 28, 11:00 a.m. ET

REGISTER NOW

